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AIHMSA COLLEGE PROFFERS 
EXPERTISE FROM DECADES OF 
CLINICAL EXPERIENCE

MovementSciences of

The sciences of human body is intricate. 
Undoubtedly, it is a complex piece of 
engineering, full of mobility and flexibility that even 
the finest robots of today are unable to replicate. And 
just like any moving object, the question of care, study
and maintenance comes into play. To that end, I 
being a veteran clinical physiotherapist   in the
industry for almost three  decades and being the
man behind Bains Physio, have decided to
now steps into the world of education to take on
the challenges to bring into the �eld excellent and 
prudent clinical practitioners.

In order to generate a pool of skilled healthcare professionals, it was 
agreed upon from the start that  there was a need of a College that 
would gather the brightest minds in the country and abroad to help 
nurture the minds of our students and home their skills. 

Furthermore, in the �eld of healthcare, the theoretical knowledge 
though important is nonetheless secondary to clinical exposure and thus 
it was decided that students of Aihmsa College must gain practical 
experience at the earliest stage during their tenure. 

Finally, a state-of-the-art facilities to be created to complement the 
innovative teaching curriculum and a highly quali�ed and motivated 
teaching sta�.  

To provide our students with a �rmer and stronger practical exposure, 
Aihmsa College has collaborated with India’s well known Manipal 
University located in Manipal India. By having this collaboration, Aihmsa 
College students will bene�t best of both worlds in Malaysia as well as  in 
India, where students will be given a change to enhance their skills  
further.   

In continuance of the success in Allied Health programs, Aihmsa College 
has also collaborated with She�eld Hallam University of the United 
Kingdom, where students will be able to continue with their Masters 
Program.

The other areas of the college’s vision is to move to provide the  budding 
youth with skills in various Medical subjects and also subjects of Arts & 
Movement Sciences such as in Sports Filming, Motion Pictures & 
Multimedia & Animation. 

Aihmsa College’s Vision is one with our prime minister’s aspiration to 
Make Malaysia the centre for academic excellence. 

“ “

Dato’  Dr. B. S. Bains Ph.D. 
PKC, AMK, DIMP

CEO  Aihmsa College
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aihmsa
S K I L L    &    P R O F F E S I O N

D E V E L O P M E N T   I N S T I T U T E



PHYSIO
School of  

THERAPY

“Physiotherapy plays a vital role in health 
and social care and provides a range of 
career paths from practice through to 
leadership and management roles.”

Aihmsa College  will  help you develop high levels 
of academic and professional 
competence, seeing you study current content 
and contemporary practice, 
learning alongside other professions to promote 
an awareness of present and future demands in 
health and social care. 

Our course embraces a vision of 
patient-centred care within health and social 
care settings and you’ll  gain 
invaluable experience using a range of quality 
local clinical bases. You’ll  study in a supportive 
environment, encouraging reflection and 
enriched by research awareness.

The Diploma programme is studied full  time over 
3 years and the teaching is delivered via indi-
vidual modules relating to the five strands across 
each year:

• Clinical Practice
• Therapies
• Health and Wellbeing
• Professional Practice
• Evidence Based Health and Rehabilitation

Each year is arranged into three units called 
semesters which vary in length.
In each academic year time is spent in both the 
college and clinical settings.

For more details on the structure of the 
programme for Physiotherapy please see the 
Course Information Document.

VITAL ROLE IN HEALTH PROFESSION
PLAYED BY PHYSIOTHERAPIST
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THE KNOWLEDGE BASED GENERATION 
IS FAST GROWING AND THEY REQUIRE PROFESSIONALS 
LIKE PHYSIOTHERAPISTS AND REMEDIAL MASSAGE 
THERAPIST TO HELP IN THEIR WELL BEING.......

Study shows that these discomforts are inevitable, especially in those who are l iving in metropoli-
tan cities. In this circumstances, it become inevitable that professions l ike Physiotherapy and 
Remedial Massage therapy justifiably  position their strong existence in healthcare service industry.  

Aihmsa College is an outcome of thirty years of clinical practice under the registered brand of 
BainsPhysio. This brand, BainsPhysio has merged to exist in the field of Physiotherapy and Educa-
tion. 

Students taking up Physiotherapy  Program and the Courses on 
Movement Sciences at Aihmsa College, would be able to develop 
clinical prudence and will  have a first hand exposure to the 
entrepreneurship and clinical exposure that would help them 
to become future leaders in these fields.

The lecturers teaching the subjects in Aihmsa College are selected 
from those with many years of clinical experience and are still 
practicing.  These lecturers will  form the backbone and are able 
to part adequate knowledge to the students at Aihmsa.

Aihmsa College would continue to strive to have best 
collaborations with reputable universities of the world to create 
developmental education pathways to take students to the 
peak of their ambitions and goals.   Aihmsa College would 
also continuously formulate short certification courses in the 
field of health sciences.

“ Aihmsa College is established to cater for the needs of the next generation - 
A fast growing, knowledge rich society.  Amongst many other demands of life, 
they to  need to cope with their health issues, particularly those arising from pain 
and aches of the body due to stressful lifestyle.” 
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RECOGNITION & ACCREDITATION

CLINICAL & ON-JOB EXPERIENCE

PRACTISING LICENSE

STUDY PATHWAY

EMPLOYABILITY 

The Curriculum is based on the guidelines of Malaysian Qualifying Agency, Ministry of 
Education, Higher Education Governing Authority. The outline of the curriculum is in l ine with 
the COPPA System(Code of Practice for Program Accreditation) - Quality Assurance (QA) refers 
to the systematic activities implemented in a quality system so that quality requirements for a 
product or service will  be fulfilled. It is the systematic measurement, comparison with a 
standard, monitoring of processes and an associated feedback loop that confers error preven-
tion.  Two principles included in QA are: "Fit for the Purpose", and "Right the First Time.”

During the third Semester of the second year of studies, students are posted to various 
set-ups.  Various MOA has been undertaken between Aihmsa and General Hospitals, Private 
Hospitals, Gym, Sports Clinics, Geriatric Homes, Private Physiotherapy Centers.  MOA has 
been also signed between Hospitals in India and Indonesia Ploy-technique institutes as an 
exchange program.  Students are also exposed to major professional conferences.  Students 
are introduced to community services. Clinical posting into the remote communities are being 
introduced to our students.

With the recent announcement of Allied Health Professional Act 2016, Act 774  being 
enforced soon, all  qualified Physiotherapists passing out from any colleges from Malaysia and 
wishing to practice in Malaysia shall need mandatory registration with the Allied Health 
Division, Ministry of Health, Malaysia (Bahagian Sains Kesihatan Bersekutu - BSKB). Registra-
tion can be carried out at 
 

Every student enrolled with Aihmsa will  have a ready-made opportunity to extend their 
education pathway to upgrade the Diploma to higher education such as Bachelors or Masters 
Degree.  For those doing the Certificate grade three the opportunity lies to develop further 
into higher Certificate and Pre Diploma stage of education.  Our tie-up with Manipal 
University, India for Bachelors in Physiotherapy and Sheffield Hallam University, UK for 
Masters program provides seamless flow in bridging our qualification at Aihmsa.
 

Every Physiotherapist who passes out from our college with good gradings have high chances 
to get employed  in various organisation.  Private Physiotherapy Clinics, Gyms, Hospitals, 
Geriatric Centers, carry out home calls, at colleges as clinical instructors, lecturers, consul-
tants and physio on board of vessels and also in the army hospitals.  
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MISSION
1.     To train eligible  and motivated individual for 
     the future of the country in the light of universal

     values, expanding knowledge and expertise
     in a culture that supports diversity, critical 

thinking and creativity.

2.    Lead and supervise research via education, 
clinical exposure and innovation to prepare 

tomorrow’s  leaders to become professionals, 
compatible  in becoming an integral part 

of the health care system.

VISION
1.     Attract and develop a talented, academic 

workforce  and applied methods to increase 
the efficiency of healthcare services;

Develop and maintain excellent clinical program 
to provide outstanding and safe health care.

2.    Becoming a leading institute where students are proud 
to be a member of both  national and international 

arena leading the health care developmental challenges.

aihmsaK O L E J

C   O   L   L   E   G   E

DESTINY

VISION & MISSION
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On 8th Oct 2009, Aihmsa and  College of Physiotherapy Manipal University, 
India, a constitute of Manipal University, India signed an Memorandum of 
Understanding in Kuala Lumpur in the presence of the then Foreign Minister 
YB Dato’ Kohilan Pilley at the Seasons International Hotel.  This agreement 
enables physiotherapy diploma holders in Physiotherapy to garner a degree 
through a 2 years program in Manipal.  till date, 150 students has bene�ted to 
improve their professional milestone and are happily working in various 
organisations in Malaysia.

ELIGIBILITY TO BRIDGE PROGRAM

Any student having successfully completed their Diploma in Physiotherapy with a curriculum designed for three 
years, complying with MQA COPPA curriculum are eligible for applying for this program.  Diploma from Singapore, 
Indonesia, Brunei and Timor are allowed to apply for this program. The transcript and an application form has to 
be handed to Aihmsa College campus.  Your application shall be wet by the academic team and shall then be 
notified of being qualified to this program.

FULL TIME PROGRAM

This program is a full time program.  The classes commence at 8am and finishes by 530pm.  You are to attend 
classes from Monday to sat.  Be prepared to spend time in one of the largest l ibrary in SEA. Attendance are 
compulsory. The students may be penalized and could be barred from examinations if the attendance are not 
complied to.

HOSTEL

All students will  need to stay in the Hostel for the first year.  This is compulsory.  During the second year, students 
have their choice to live anywhere.  During the holidays , students can travel around India.  The International 
Student department need to be informed before any student travel back home.  You will  require to collect a break 
letter from the college.  This letter is required to be presented to the Immigration at the Airport.  Students may 
not be allowed to proceed with the journey if the students fail  to produce this document.

INTAKE

There are TWO intakes a year. Normally in April and August every year.  Various funding and financing program are 
arranged by Aihmsa.  Students will ing to travel to India opting for this education pathway development shall 
require to provide their passports and 12 passport size photos with blue background.  The Visa Application can be 
tedious so it is advised to hand the application way before time for process.  Once admission procedures are in 
place and the visa is obtained, the students are called with the their parents for an orientation.  The date for 
flight is fixed and the travel arrangements are make.  Students are allowed 20KG of baggage. Our accompanying 
staff will  be helping the students all  throughout the journey and in the college campus until all  the students 
commences their classes.
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Masters in physiotherapy 
A distance learning Program.  
Two Intakes Per Annum
2 Weeks Study-School held at Aihmsa College, KL
Tutors from She�eld Hallam University, UK

She�eld Hallam 
University has once 
again scooped a �rst 
class award in an 
independent national 
ranking of the most 
green, ethical and sus-
tainable universities. 
The University �nished 
14th out of 143 UK 
universities in the 2013 
People and Planet Green 
League, a jump of �ve 
places from its 19th 
place ranking in 2012.

‘I've loved studying in 
She�eld and fell in love 
with the city the �rst day I 
moved in. There are a lot 
of students here, which 
means the entire city – 
restaurants, nightclubs, 
shops, pretty much every-
thing – is aimed towards 
you.’
Danny Gibbs, architecture graduate9



Signing an MOU with She�eld Hallam University UK has been another 
milestone of Aihmsa to commit to the further education pathway to 
those who have completed their Masters from any University or for those 
who have been guided by Aihmsa from their Diploma Program.  Ms Kate 
the in-charge of South East Asia and International  Education 
Development Manager had several discussions with Aihmsa  and we have 
several students on this program.

17th. March 2011

ELIGIBILITY TO MASTERS PROGRAM

Students having completed the Bachelors Program in Malaysia or from any part of the world could carry out 
distance Learning Master Program in the fields related to Physiotherapy.  The center of examination, contact 
studies for this program shall be carried out once over a week at Aihmsa College

F A Q   MASTERS PROGRAM

Q1: What is fees structure & who should we pay to?
Ans: GDP7,400.00 for full course & payment is direct to  
 She�eld Hallam University via Bank Transfer or  
 Draft *Fee Subject to Revision

Q2: Can we pay before the beginning of a semester
Ans: You may pay in full or you may choose to pay 
 accordingly to the stage PGCert, PGDip & MSc  
 Level, OR paid in just 2 payment.

Q3: What is the subject outline?
Ans:  Module 1: Applied Reasoning in Practise
  Module 2: Onwards, on specialization �eld 

 

Q4: What is the subject outline
Ans:  Module 1: Applied Reasoning in Practise
  Module 2: Onwards, on specialization �eld
 

Q5: What  would be the title of the Certi�cate?
Ans:  M Sc. Applied Physiotherapy.

Q6: In the event a student fails a subject
 what would the procedure be??
Ans:    If failed, additional assignment to be done
 as per what would your model requirement.  The  
 fail guidelines will be discussed with the 
 individual by the Module Leader.

Q7: How often will the exam be conducted?
Ans:  Final assignment submission for each module,  
 every 4 months once. Marked out of 100%

Q8: During the course period if the student wishes to  
 visit the University Campus for a month’s period,  
 will he or she be granted?
Ans:  Could be discussed during the course period

Q9: Does this program comply with the Chartered  
 Society of Physiotherapy of UK, NHS or APTA or  
 WCPT ?

Ans:  Subject to the Laws and Regulations of di�erent  
 countries, this course is accepted for qualifying  
 pre-requisites

Q10: What Speciality of the Master in Physiotherapy is  
 o�ered?
Ans:  Two Speciality Neurology patient and Pathology  
 Management; Pain Management

Q11: Is it compulsory to meet the international English  
 requirement?
Ans:  Yes it is. IELT, TOFEL or PTE

Q12: How are classes conducted?
Ans:  Online Distance Learning, 

Q13: Is it Full-time or Part-time?
Ans:   Part-Time

Q14: What is the subject outline
Ans:  Degree in Physiotherapy and English 
  requirement (with SHU required pointers)

Q15: How long is the study duration?
Ans:  Two (2) Years

Q16:  Is working experience needed to enrol for the  
  course?
Ans:  No

Q17: What is the subject outline
Ans:  Consistency, Self adaptive, Computer skilled (e.g.  
  Microsoft, Adobe)

Q18: Should I mention  Aihmsa College when I write the  
 Application Form as I  gathered information from  
 its information site?
Ans: Yes, Agent Number:  https://www2.shu.ac.uk/ser-
vices/ssc/international/agents.cfm?a=409#c381
   10



“Our Skill Development Program  & Aid 
can help many citizens of Malaysia & Your Country”

SCHOOL OF REMEDIAL MASSAGE THERAPY
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1. To develop a workforce that is productive, informative, discipline, caring and responsive to the changing labor 
environment towards increasing the economic growth and hence creating more job opportunities.
2. To encourage and maintain conducive and harmonized industrial relation between employers, employees and 
trade unions for the nation's economic development and wellness of people.
3. To uphold social justice and ensure harmonious industrial relations through solving industrial dispute between 
employer and employee and awarding collective agreement.
4. To ensure trade unions practice democracy, orderly and is responsible to assist achieving the objective of 
industrial harmony. 
5. To be the leader in development of nation's human resources.
6. To ensure that the safety and health of workforce is assured.
7. To develop skilled, knowledgeable and competitive workforce in a harmonious industrial relations with social 
justice. 

WHY SKILL PROGRAM

MISSION OF THE MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCES

ELIGIBILITY

FINANCIAL AID

RECOGNISING BODY

The Ministry of Human Resources requires to have all skills in Malaysia to have a structured education and practice 
system.  Emphasis is made on students who do not make it to University education. 

To Ensure quality and consistency in Skill practice Aihmsa College, exposes the students with 80% practical and 20% 
Theory.  Whereas for Professional Courses the Theory and Practicals are based on COPPA (The Code of Practice for 
Program Accreditation) Format of MQA.  
4 Million Skill workers is required by year 2020. The Skill Program is the economic development sector under the 
NKEA  Program - (New Key Economy Area Program) of PEMANDU (Performance Management & Delivery Unit) under 
the patronage of Prime Minister’s Department, Government of Malaysia. Upon graduating the students get an 
opportunity to go for their advance education in the Universities and develop themselves to become lecturers.  

1. Any student having successfully completed their Diploma in Physiotherapy with a curriculum designed for 
three years, complying with MQA COPPA curriculum are eligible for applying for this program.  
2. Any Diploma from Singapore,Indonesia, Brunei and Timor are allowed to apply for this program.
3. Those with a pass/fail  in Form 5
4. Fail in Form 3 acceptable.  But should be able to read and write.
5. Single mothers
6. Health related NGO  

1. Financial Aid is available for Malaysian Students.  Please make an appointment with our counsellors to get 
more information.

1. This Program is recognised and endorsed by the Ministry of Human Resources, Govt. of Malaysia and the JPK
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Our Anatomy Labs are well equipped with various
human models and the arrangement of the
bed is based on the hospital setting

The course in Remedial Massage Therapy is

Nurses with years of clinical experience. All 

Our Library facility is adequate for our students
to make references and study.  we have the latest books
on subject matters thought in the college.
The facility is in the process of expansion.

We conduct a Tutorial Program to students who would
require extra coaching.  Special classes are arranged
to improve their understanding  of the subject.
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aihmsaSkill
Development

Aihmsa College

All students are provided with Hostel Accommodation.  
There are separate blocks for male and female students. 
The Warden of the  college keeps strict vigilance of 
the student’s activities in the hostel.  Hostels are 
situated at a walking distance from the college.

We encourage recreational activities to students 
to bring out their talents.  We are currently
developing a multi-purpose hall where students 
could retreat and interact with one another.

Places of worship are at a nearby vicinity from 
the hostel.   

Commuter Train station at the Batu Caves provides 
easy access  to all destinations.   Bus Facilities are 
also available from walking distances.
 

Restaurant and eateries are available at a 
walking distance.  
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The 
Journey 
does 
not start
in the 
beginning

It begins
from the
end......
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aihmsaSkill
Development

Aihmsa College

Contacts us
DATIN TARNJIT BAINS

PRINCIPAL

DR. HASSAN SADEGHI
DEAN

017 939 3560
dean@aihmsa.edu.my

PUAN NOOR AZIAN BINTI MOKHTAR

03 4107 3566
012 7073560

CIK ZALIKHA HASHUHA
Instructor/Clinical & RMT

03 6177 8566

MISS KAYAMALARK
Administrator
03 6177 8566

info.aihmsa@gmail.com

EN. MOHD AIRJIDDEAN TALIB
Bursary

dean.bainsgroup@gmail.com
03 4108 3566

MISS MANEESH KAUR
HR Asst. Manager

maneeshbainsgroup@gmail.com
03 4107 3566

RAVINDER KAUR
Instructor

03 4107 3566

GURDESH GILL
Instructor

019 6626 602
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Campus:

Block ‘B’ & Block ‘C’ College Complex
Admission & Student’s Affair Department

C-29-G Block C, Medan Selayang  Business Center, 
Jalan Medan Selayang 1, Medan Selayang,

68100 Batu Caves, Selangor.
Tel: +60 3-6177 8566

inquiry@aihmsa.edu.my
www. facebook.com/AihmsaMalaysia

KEMENTRIAN 
SUMBER MANUSIA J PK


